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Our original objective of exploratory mountaineering on the Geikie Plateau of East 
Greenland did not prove possible. A combination of bad weather, deep snow conditions 
and difficulties with our skidoo transport meant we had to significantly change our plans 
whilst in the field. 
 
The team flew into Constable Pynt airstrip on 2 April 2011 in glorious sunshine but this 
was not to last as we spent the majority of the expedition in varying degrees of poor 
visibility and whiteout. 
 
After a delay, we were skidooed into the field on 5 April 2011. The plan had been for 
Tangent Expeditions to recce a route up the Vestre Borggletscher prior to our arrival and 
transport the team up onto the ice cap. However neither of these proved possible. 
Approaching the south side of Scoresby Sund the skidoos became bogged down in waist 
deep powder snow. Instead of being transported to the Geikie Plateau we were deposited 
on the sea ice, significantly short of our objective and unaware of the difficulties we were 
about to face.   
 
We spent three days in poor visibility surveying the base of Vestre Borggletscher trying 
to establish a route up past a towering icecliff and a heavily crevassed snout. The team 
attempted to drag one of four pulks as far up the glacier as possible. Having hoisted the 
pulk up the 30m glacier snout, and after considerable effort through waist deep snow, the 
team attained a maximum height of 210m above sea level and progressed only 2km up 
the length of the glacier. 
 
It became apparent that in these conditions we could spend the entire expedition relaying 
pulks up the glacier and still not have made the top by the end of the trip. Furthermore, 
with further storms forecast and our skidoo pick up team concerned they would be unable 
to reach us due to the snow conditions, the focus of the expedition changed and a new 
objective was set – to try and return to Constable Pynt airstrip and guarantee a safe 
collection. 
 
So the nature of the expedition changed. What had started as a mountaineering expedition 
became a sea ice based man hauling expedition. 
 
Our return trip proved hard. Progress was slow as we crossed the sea ice of Scoresby 
Sund - the world’s largest fjord system. We skied north through deep snow, often into 
whiteout. Navigating across the flat sea ice in these conditions was an exciting challenge 
but our progress was painfully slow, covering on average 10km a day. After eight days 
pulling pulks we arrived within striking distance of Constable Pynt  
 
Our 'mountaineering' expedition attained a highpoint of a mere 210m and became a 
struggle just to get home! Whilst it was disappointing not to have climbed on the Geikie 
Plateau, we felt the expedition had not been a complete failure, as we completed an 
exciting man hauling journey in one of the world’s most amazing landscapes. 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 


